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ABSTRACT

Tragically, the crime against humanity offered Turkey the unforeseen opportunity to transform the poor quality institution, in to the western-style university. In other words, fleeing Jewish scientist from the Nazi-persecution became a windfall for Atatürk’s determination to modernize Turkey. The select group of Germans and later Austrians with a record of leading-edge contributions to their respective disciplines came to Turkey to transform Turkey’s higher education system and the new Turkey entire infrastructure. According to me, these Jewish professors and their multi-faceted impact on Turkish science, medicine, law and education may was discussed with focus on Atatürk’s university reforms, the realization of which was attributed to the emigres from German Speaking Europa. My purpose is discussing the impact of forced emigration of Jewish scholars and scientists after the Nazi takeover in 1933 in terms of both Vienna and Ankara.
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Forced Migration in 1933

Since time in history, the world has been characterized by migration in various countries. Migration refers to the movement of people from one place to another. However, there is an aspect of the willingness to move, which is distinguished by the term forced migration. According to the International Association for the Study of Forced Migration (IASFM), the term refers to the movement of refugees as a result of various factors such as natural disasters, religious conflicts, and political differences among others.\(^1\) The study of forced migration is a complex phenomenon, which has various perspectives that range from academic to socio-economic. Notably, scholars distinguish various forms of migration based on causal factors, conflict and development policies. Even though forced migration is a common practice in different regions globally, it has numerous positive and negative effects that vary based on the cause of movement. The effects of forced migration include scientific change, development and conflicts among others. For example, migration causes conflict among individuals from different tribes or regions due to cultural differences or superiority complex. Both the immigrants and natives experience the effects of migration in different regions. In this regard, it is important to study and analyze historically forced migrations in the twentieth century in Europe to learn and understand the effects of forced migration. Particularly, the 1933 forced migration among the German-Jews to Turkey. This specific migration had numerous positive and negative effects in various regions in Europe. Therefore, it is essential to discuss the impacts of this migration on various aspects including a scientific change in several countries across Europe. Also, it is vital to discuss the importance of this migration to various higher institutions such as Vienna and Ankara Universities since it centered on education pedigree. Finally, it is necessary to understand how the migration influenced the transformation of the Turkish higher education system as well as the different aspects of the migration including sociological and cultural.

Understanding the 1933 Forced Migration

The emergence of the National Socialist Government influenced the historic 1933 forced migration of the Jewish scholars, physicians and scientists as well as political oppositions in Germany. The National Socialist Government formed numerous discriminatory laws and policies to enable

\(^1\) http://www.forcedmigration.org/about/whatisfm (26. 11. 2016)
them to control Germany and overcome resistance from the citizens. Mainly, the Nazi Government formed the Civil Law to re-establish the professional service. The law targeted specific individuals in the employment sector.

For instance, Reisman argues that the new law allowed the national government to dismiss individuals from minority groups like Non-Aryans. Additionally, the Act permitted the authorities to dismiss various citizens they considered as members of the undesirable new German state.²

As a result, the law forced several hundreds of people such as the Jewish Scientists and Scholars out of the Nazi Germany. Even more, the Nazi conquest of Europe influenced the migration of numerous scientists and scholars around Europe. The Nazi government was brutal, and discriminated against certain groups such as the Jewish. The ascendancy of the Nazi government in Europe forced the Jewish scientist to move to different regions like Turkey to seek for safety and practice their professions peacefully. Mainly, the Nazi ideology discriminated against the Jews. For example, the Nazi authorities prohibited the Jews from teaching learners in Austria. As a result, most German-speaking Jews fled to other nations such as Turkey to look for employment.

Further, racial dominance in Germany influenced the forced migration of the Jewish community to other regions around Europe. The racial dominance in certain scientific sectors like eugenics, hygiene, neurology and psychiatry influenced the forced migration of the Jewish community. The minorities faced challenges in these areas that influenced their work and development negatively.

According to Ash, the racism in the sector influenced the expulsion and murder of numerous Jewish doctors that the Nazi authorities labeled as nonconformists.³ Also, states that physicians who were keen on the development of the German Healthcare Sector lost their jobs. Not only were the academics and scholars forced to migrate to Europe, but also an estimated

10 to 20% left Europe for other continents for fear that their relatives could be affected as a result of their political opposition.¹

The Nazi revolution was essentially destructive in nature. The Turkish revolution, in contrast, was constructive in nature and intent. Its prime objective was to build a western style society and culture on the ruins of the corrupt and discredited Ottoman Empire. Both of these movements experienced important turning points in 1933. Early that year, Adolf Hitler became chancellor of Germany and inaugurating an exceptionally brutal dictatorship. In Turkey, on the other hand, the old Darülfünnun was abolished and in its place, the modern University of Istanbul was founded.⁵

The history of modern Turkey begins with the republic of Turkey with Mustafa Kemal Atatürk (1881–1938), he designed and implemented a series of political, legal, religious, cultural, socio-economic and educational systems to transform the new Republic of Turkey into modern nation state. Atatürk wanted to restructure new educational system, as well as various medical and legal systems, because the modernization could have been possible while westernizing its societial infrastructure. Atatürk’s reforms on education made education much more accessible. He was a strong supporter of coeducation and education of girls. His reforms aimed to break the traditional role of women in the society. Along with the reforms women had voting rights and being elected. Under the new laws man and women inherited equally.

For this reason the Republic of Turkey invited a group of Jewish scholars, scientists, artists, and medical doctors, who were fleeing persecution in their homelands to live, work and find safe refuge within Turkish borders. So, the Jewish professors helped to transform the entire infrastructure of the new Turkey as well as higher education system. Many of them created and served as directors of several institutes. Accepting the German and Austrian scholars and scientist established the nucleus of science and new higher education institutions in Turkey.

The reforms aimed to break away the traditional dependancy on the transfer of science and technology by foreign experts. So that, this situation offered Turkey the unforeseen opportunity to convert the higher education into the western-style research university. Tragically, the crime against

---

humanity was a chance for Turkey. In other words, fleeing Jewish scientist from the Nazi-persecution became a windfall for Atatürk’s determination to modernize Turkey. The select group of Germans and later Austrians with a record of leading-edge contributions to their respective disciplines came to Turkey to transform Turkey’s higher education system and the new Turkey’s entire infrastructure.

Scientific Change because of the Forced Migration

The forced migration of Jewish scientists and scholars from Germany influenced numerous changes in science and related fields across the world. The émigré scholars made numerous scientific contributions to nations such as the United States of America and Britain in the 1960s. The émigré population consisted of prominent and visionary scientists that included James Franck, Sigmund Freud, and Paul Lazarsfeld among others. Some of these personalities made specific contributions to science that influenced scientific change in the world.

For example, Gedo states that Sigmund Freud performed numerous research about the life of man. His efforts enabled him to formulate the psychoanalytic theory to influence science, and explain human thoughts and behaviors perfectly. Therefore, the emigration of émigré population influenced their decision to revolutionize science to understand the thoughts and actions of man. In the German-speaking Europe, this was a setback since the individuals with the important knowledge had to leave the region.

Scientific Change in German-speaking Europe

The intellectual migration of experienced and enlightened scientists and scholars influenced numerous scientific changes in the German-speaking Europe.

Mainly, Ash and Sollner argue that the forced immigration influenced the closure of science schools in German-speaking Europe. The émigré population was passionate about science and its development in the German-speaking Europe. A majority of them sacrificed their time and efforts to educate learners in science institutes to ensure the improved growth and

---

innovation in this region. Therefore, their forced migration led to the closure of science schools, thereby limiting the ability of the locals to study and improve science in the region. Additionally, the remaining science schools lost competent and experienced scholars to improve the scientific knowledge and skills of learners positively. Thus, the scientific progress and development in the region experienced a decline due to the forced migration.

Even more, the forced migration influenced the breakup of scientific research groups in the German-speaking Europe. The existence of functional and motivated research groups is important in the development of science since group members share ideas and visions to innovate. In this regard, the existence of research groups in German-speaking Europe influenced scientific innovations and creative in the region.

According to Ash and Sollner the forced migration ensured an end to the scientific innovations and creativity as members of the scientific research groups in German-speaking Europe fled for fear of their lives. For example, German Society of Psychology lost around 16 percent of its members due to the forced migration in the region. The emigration of the members of this group affected the scientific progress in German-speaking Europe negatively as they disbanded their research groups.

Scientific Change in Turkey

The forced migration of the Jewish population had numerous positive implications on the scientific change in Turkey.

Turkish education system lacked westernisation strategies that influenced the development and innovations in the scientific sector. Nonetheless, the Turkish government modeled three of its prestigious universities in the German way. Even though the academic institutions imitated the German model, they lacked adequate, competent and qualified scientific scholars to teach their learners and influence scientific change in the country. The forced immigration of the émigré population acted as a blessing to Turkey.

According to Weis, the forced migration of the German-speaking Jewish influenced the government of the Republic of Turkey to offer

---

university employment to around 30 of the immigrants in 1933, who had unlimited knowledge in theoretical science such as physics. Later on, the Turkish authorities employed 26 more individuals as technicians, who worked in science laboratories in the country. The efforts and skills of the immigrants enabled the Turkish government to recruit around 199 of them by the mid-twentieth century enabled it to ensure its citizens received a quality education in science courses like physics and chemistry. The Turkish authorities offered the immigrants renewable five-year contracts and high salaries to motivate them to perform exceptionally, and influence the scientific change in the country positively. The Turkish government employed and motivated qualified and experienced scholars to implement the westernisation program on higher education in the region, and influence the teaching of sciences in higher education institutions. The forced migration enabled the Turkish government to achieve certain development in the education and science sector.11

Additionally, the forced migration influenced the formation and maintenance of numerous prestigious and well-equipped science faculties and institutions in Turkey. The establishment of standard institutions influences the learning of certain subjects such as science or mathematics positively. In this regard, forced migration influenced the establishment of new scientific faculties and institutions in Turkey. The existence of numerous professional science experts motivated the Turkish government to establish medical institutions and faculties such as Ankara University. The formation of this University allowed the Jewish scholars to educate and inform the Turkish learners about new medical concepts and procedures to improve the health sector of the country. For example, the émigré population taught Turkish learners important skills and knowledge in dermatology, gynecology, internal medicine and pediatrics.12 As a result, the country gained from the experience and knowledge of the émigré population.

Even more, the forced migration led to innovations and improvement of the health sector in Turkey. Humans require good medication and care to overcome challenging medical conditions and diseases. Some of the Jews had

massive experience in health to influence the development of health sector in the country. Mainly, the Turkish authority improved their pathology sector through the recruitment of qualified Jewish.\textsuperscript{13} The strategy enabled the government to improve the ability of hospitals to diagnose diseases based on the perfect interpretation of laboratory results. Likewise, the country benefited in the surgery sector as professionals from the émigré population improved its health sector. The Jewish influenced the creation and introduction of the anesthesia machine. As a result, the Turkish government cared for their soldiers from the World Wars appropriately.

\textbf{Forced Migration regarding Ankara University}

The eviction of the Émigré population from German-speaking Europe influenced the formation of well-equipped institutions in Turkey. Mainly, the forced migration resulted in the formation of the Ankara University Medical Faculty to improve the academic standards in Turkey. The Ankara University is one of the oldest universities in the Republic of Turkey.

The formation of the Ankara University among the Atatürk was an important achievement as it aimed to improve the knowledge and skills of the locals. The forced migration influenced the formation of the medical institution since the German-speaking scientists brought with them the knowledge that they had researched and acquired in Germany. Their knowledge and skills in medicine and scientific innovation motivated the government to establish the Ankara Medical School to enable the locals to learn from them. Thus, the Turkish authorities formed the medical school to improve its health sector.\textsuperscript{14}

Further, the forced immigration influenced the introduction of new courses and faculties in the Ankara University. The management of Ankara University aimed to establish and defended the newly introduced ideas and principles in the country. The university felt that the best way to defend and maintain new ideas and principles from Jewish immigrants was through the


\textsuperscript{14} Yeşim Mutlu, Turkey’s Experience Of Forced Migration After 1980s And Social Integration: A Comparative Analysis Of Diyarbakır And İstanbul (Doctoral dissertation, Middle East Technical University), Ankara 2009, s.26–38.
introduction of new courses and faculties. The government allowed the émigré scientists and scholars to introduce courses and faculties in Ankara University just like the ones in Germany. The permission from the authorities and the university administration allowed the émigré immigrants to introduce courses like law, humanities, and sciences in Ankara University. Equally important, the émigré scientists influenced the authorities to introduce the Faculty of Higher Institute of Agriculture to promote food science in the country. In 1960, the émigré population influenced the administration of Ankara University to establish the Faculty of Pharmacy since they had adequate knowledge and skills to educate students in this field. Therefore, the efforts of the émigré population aimed to improve the academic standards in Turkey, and the training of competent and diverse persons for the corporate sector.

What is more, the forced migration enabled the Ankara University to recruit competent and experienced individuals to influence the provision of education to the Turkish locals. Nations that enjoy high-quality standards of education, and have competent and trained personnel for various career choices have qualified trainers. The Ankara Administration sought the services of the émigré population on their arrival to Turkey. The academic institution recruited experienced scientists such as Dr. Phillip Schwartz, a pathologist, to influence the education standards in the university. For example, Schwartz offered unlimited knowledge and skills to pathologist students at Ankara University. His efforts and input allowed the students to develop relevant knowledge to improve the Turkish Health Sector. Equally, the university recruited German-speaking scientists to mentor their students to enable them to view science positively, and overcome several challenges to excel in the course.

The establishment of The Faculty of Language and History-Geography was suggested by Atatürk in order to develop both national consciousness and to be useful to the country as creative, free-thinking, open-minded and strongest personality individuals. The German speaking scholars and scientist played a leading role in building up the The Faculty of Language and History-Geography, Ankara University. Language and History-Geography Fakulty was designed and built by German architect Bruno Taut in 1937. The

---

16On the front of the building is written the words of Atatürk : “Our True Mentor in Life is Science”.
Atatürk mask, located in the building, is the work of the Austrian sculptor Joseph Thorak.

The Faculty recruit experienced scholars such as, George Rohde, Classical Philologist, established Department of Classical Philology and he set up Classical Philology Library as a result of his intensive effort. In addition to, he established German and Turkish humanists group and this group met regularly to read Greek authors, led by him. He raised a competent academic generation as well. Rohde was devoted to Turkey with his whole hearth. Benno Landsberger was one of the most important Assyriologists. Hans Gustav Güterbock, Hittitologistt. Walter Ruben, Indologist, established Department of Indology. Karl Menges, taught as Slavic Language teacher and Orientalist. Hans Henning von der Osten was head of Archeology Department. Wolfram Eberhard, taught as sinologist. Herbert Louis taught at Geography Department. Karl Steuerwald was head of German Philology Department. They made major contributions to knowledge while in Turkey and trained great numbers of good students.

Forced Migration regarding Vienna University

Even though the Nazi government evicted the émigré population to benefit the German-speaking Europe regions, the forced immigration affected different academic institutions in the regions. Particularly, the forced migration affected the University of Vienna in Austria.

The forced migration affected the workforce of the University of Vienna negatively. The Austrian government formulated a law on April 13, 1937 that required the authorities to identify various Jewish dentists and mechanics as Jews in the national register. The law aimed to influence the evacuation of the limited number of Jew professionals that remained in Austria. Therefore, the law enabled Hitler to stop the dentist and mechanics from offering their services and academic experience to the locals and academic instructions like the University of Vienna in Austria. For example, the University of Vienna lost numerous scientists and professors that offered quality education to the learners through the enactment of this law. The action of Hitler influenced the Austrian government and the University of Vienna administration to close some of their faculties. According to Stahnisch et al. The University of Vienna dismissed around 75% of its renowned scientists.

medical faculties due to the limited workforce to offer the required medical knowledge to the learners.

Additionally, the forced migration affected the education standards and reputation of in the University of Vienna. A majority of employers and nations recruit workers from academic institutions that offer quality education. In the case of the University of Vienna, it lost numerous competent and experienced professors that limited its ability to offer standard education to learners. Based on this argument, employers disregarded the graduates of the University of Vienna due to its poor reputation as a result of forced migration. For example, employers and nations like France rejected medical practitioners and graduates from the University of Vienna. In certain sectors such as the dentist department in France, the directors required the graduates from the University of Vienna to undergo two years training to assume medical positions in the country.

Even more, the forced migration affected the education standards at the University of Vienna. The émigré population prioritized science related courses, and formulated strict policies to limit the number of mediocre students that enrolled in these courses. For example, émigré population expected learners to complete a medical degree before joining the dental studies. The forced migration influenced the University of Vienna to relax its policies on the admission of learners to certain science courses. The relaxed rules led to the admission of mediocre students, who received a poor quality education. Therefore, the University of Vienna produced weak degree students that employers viewed as diploma holders in the respective fields.

**Impact of Immigration on Transformation of the Turkish Higher Education System**

The Turkish education system was one of the sectors that greatly benefited from the forced migration of the intellectuals in 1933. During this time, the country took advantage of the situation to alter its education sector as well as the legal and healthcare departments. For example, the Turkish authorities utilized the experience and knowledge of the immigrants to implement the westernization program to influence its higher learning sector. The authorities westernized and modernized their higher education

---

sector through the invitation of Jewish scholars, scientists, artists and medical doctors. Moreover, the government achieved this through giving the migrants a safe haven, an activity that the higher education refugees, who were fleeing Nazis, conducted. The move allowed the government to ensure universities and schools in the country offered quality training and mentorship to learners to influence its economic growth and development.

Additionally, the forced migration enabled the Turkish authorities to improve their higher learning institutions. The improvement of higher learning institutions enables countries to train their citizens appropriately. The Turkish authorities decided to utilize the efforts, strategies, knowledge and skills of the Jews to transform their higher learning institutions. For example, the Turkish authorities transformed the University of Istanbul to a western model research institution. The strategy allowed the government to ensure the university trained and equipped learners with relevant skills and knowledge to improve the corporate sector. Further, the Turkish authorities improved the higher education sector through the recruitment of first class personnel from the émigré population. The recruitment of the experienced immigrants enabled them to offer quality education and mentorship to the learners in the country. The strategy not only improved the academic standards, but also prepared the students for future responsibilities in the corporate sector.

Equally important, the forced migration influenced the proper and efficient management of the higher education in the country. The proper management of academic institutions influences the credibility and quality of education standards in different nations worldwide. According to Wiendling, the Turkish authorities granted some of the émigré population powerful leadership positions such as directors of faculties in the country. The inclusion of the experienced Jews in powerful leadership positions allowed them to use their scientific knowledge and research to improve the higher academic sector. For example, the directors established programs to train young Turkish students to become competent professors in the country. Even more, the directors influenced the quality and diversity of higher learning in the country through the introduction of new faculties. The existence of numerous varieties of faculties ensured learners gained relevant knowledge

---

and skills of their choice to influence economic growth of Turkey.\textsuperscript{20} According to Keim, the Jews directors facilitated the introduction of the faculty of dentistry and hygiene in the country. The existence of the faculty of dentistry allowed students that avoided medicine to learn dentistry, and benefit the health sector in the country.\textsuperscript{21}

**Other Aspects of Forced Migration**

Forced migration of the Jews to Turkey had numerous consequences on the locals in the region. The forced migration influenced unity and good understating among the Jews and Turks. The Jews and the Turks are two groups that have contrasting laws and religions. The poor relationship between the Muslims and Christians made the unity of the two groups impossible. Nonetheless, the forced migration of the Jew influenced the Turks to appreciate and welcome them to Turkey.

According to Hanukoglu, the forced migration influenced the Turkish people to welcome the Jews from the persecution in 1942. The decision of the Turks to welcome the Jews enabled them to appreciate the good gesture of their hosts. As a result, Hanukoglu states that the Jewish doctors decided to serve in Ottoman courts to show their appreciation. The actions of the two communities ensured they remained united and cooperated to promote the economy of Turkey.\textsuperscript{22}

**Conclusion**

Forced migration remains a major concern in the modern world as well as in the historical era. The action may result from several aspects among them natural disasters and political differences. The effects of forced migration depend on the nature of migration and the relationship between the migrants and the host country. One of the historically forced migration scenarios was the intellectual migration from Germany and Austria in 1933 as a result of Nazi ideology. The German dictator, Adolf Hitler, believed that


\textsuperscript{21} Wilhelm Keim, Lessons learned from German sociology, 1933–45: contexts and content. *Social Science in Context. Historical, Sociological, and Global Perspectives*, 2013, s. 95-114.

\textsuperscript{22} http://www.science.co.il/hi/Turkish/ (02. 12. 2016).
the Jews were a threat to their economy and academic progress. The leader formulated the Civil Law that influenced the evacuation of the Jews from Germany. As a result of the forced migration, hundreds of intellectuals such as scientists, physicians, and teaching fraternity were forced out of the country. A majority of the European countries had migration laws, thereby could not accept the educators and physician. Turkey was a central country in the forced migration issue as it took advantage of these individuals. Turkey was in development stages, and required personnel to improve its education sector and the overall economy. The Turkish Authorities recruited the émigré population, and offered them hefty salaries to motivate them to offer quality services to the public sector. As a result, the education system transformed as well as the healthcare sector. One of the key institutions that got advanced as a result of the educational change was the Ankara University, which gained from the intellectuals. On the other hand, the institutions such the Vienna University, where these intellectuals migrated from, lost key scientists and physicians. Apparently, the immigration of the Jews to Turkey had both negative and positive effects.
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